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Dorm Plans Emerge From Dormancy
by Jarrell Wright
After only a few months of
peaceful
respite from
the
maddening library renovation
project, construction workers
will break ground for a new
residential facility at the law
school early this summer.
Although there are concerns that
the construction will interfere
with the quality of life at
Marshall- Wythe, especially the
parking situation, the project has
. received good reviews from
those who have been involved
in its development.
Fred Folis, Director of
Residence Life at the College,
promises that the minimal
inconvenience to students will
be worth it for those who opt
(0 move in (0 the new (aCLlIty.
There will be nine buildings
surrouncting a central courtyard,
each of which will have apartment- style units that can house

from two to four students, with
one student per bedroom. Half
of the apartment space will be
devoted to two-bedroom apartments. Two buildings in the
complex are designed to be
suitable for family residences,
and several units wiil be
designed to be accessible to the
needs of hancticapped students.
All apartments will be furnished, and will have separate
thennostats that the residents
can use to control the heat and
air conctitioning to their preference. The telecommunications
system which was recently
added to the College infrastructure will be extended to
A
serve the new complex.
central laundry faCility will be
housed in the basement of one
Of me VUlIalngs, ana will
provide five washers and driers
for the residents' use.
A
common area for holding meetings and activities for up to 100

students will be provided in one
of the builctings.
The total
capacity of the complex will be
241 students.
Dean Samuel Sadler, of the
Office of Student Affairs hopes
to expand the facility at a later
date, possibly by constructing
new buildings or perhaps even
"1 hope the
a tennis court.
demand is there to do il, " said
Sadler.
It has not yet been decided
how much students will have to
pay for these amenities, but
Folis said that it would be "near
the high end of our rent structure." According to Sadler, rent
will be based on the comparable
market price for commercial
housing in Williamsburg.
A
detennination cannot be made
unci!

Ule;

pIUjcxt

~

fmal rent calculation.
Located at the far end of the
law school parking lot, the
construction site will interfere
with parking during the summer

a~tuall)'

completed and students · are
ready to move in. However, ail
utilities and limited phone,
service will be included in the

Ellen Chapin (1 L) and Ludwell "victim" eagerly .discuss
plans for the new dorms with Dean Sadler and the project
architect-

Just How Good Are
by Tamara Maddox

covered a span of three target
years, "to reduce the risk that a
New recognition for William law journal would be considered
& Mary Law School may be a
leading
journal
simply
forthcoming, thanks to a recent because it had a good year or
Chicago-Kent Law
Review' even just one good issue." The
study ranking the William & survey selected the sample years
Mary Law Review among the 1980-81, 1981-82 and 1982-83
top 25 of the 161 legal to allow "sufficient time for a
scholarly journals surveyed. citation to occur." Thus, any
The study also rated Marshall- changes occurring within the
Wythe among the top 25 last five years would not regischools (out of 174) in overall ster on this year's survey. The
faculty scholarship.
These article specifies, however, that
results mark a sharp contrast to the survey will be updated and
the widely-touted but dubious published yearly in the Chicagoranking system of Jack Gour- Kent Law Review, thereby proman, who regularly rates the victing a particularly complete
nation's graduate and pro- picture of trends and changes in
fessional as well as under- legal scholarship.
graduate schools.
Clay Campbell, the ectitor-inchief of the William & Mary
The 1989 Chicago-Kent Law Law Review, was pleased by
'Review survey used empirical the journal's high ranking, but
methods to rate the top 50 law mentioned that he "would have
journals and the top 50 law been disappointed if we weren't
school faculties around the [ranked fairly highly]. People
country. In order to evaluate out in the real world don't
law journals, the survey counted seem to give us crectit for our
citations to law journals as full quality." In response to
recorded by Shepard's Law questions regarding the valictity
Review Citations. In order to of the survey, Campbell stated
avoid undue bias in favor of that "the [Chicago-Kent] ranking
older journals, the survey system is about as objective as
counted
only
citations
to you can get," explaining that a
volumes published in specific clear rating of a law journal is
target years.
The article the frequency with which other
explained that the survey also law jownals cite to it.

months, when the existing parking lot will be tom up and
before replacement and temporary parking is created.
continued on p. 5

In rating faculty scholarship,
the survey ranked law school
faculties based on their productivity in the twenty leading
journals selected by the fIrst
part of the survey. Althouglr
the authors acknowledged that
this method excluded such
contributions as books and treatises, the ranking appears to be
a significant measure of faculty
productivity. Various rankings
identified William & Mary
among the top 27 law schools
at all times, inclucting rating
seventeenth when specifying
"articles published per faculty
member" and 24th overall.
Significantly, William & Mary
was rated above Georgetown
University (27), George Washington University (34) and
American University (45), three
D.C. law schools which claim
superior
rankings
on
the
Gounnan Report. In the top 50
law journal ratings, prestigious
Georgetown rates only four
places higher than William &
Mary; George Washington and
American do not appear at all.
The Gounnan Report, last
compiled in 1988, provides lists
of rankings for graduate, underand
professional
graduate
schools throughout the country.
Over the las~ two decades, _thesy

We?

rankings have been widely
referenced_
However, recent
studies have revealed Gourman's sources to be vague and
his methods dubious_ As David
Webster notes in his article
"Who is Jack Gounnan -- and
why is he saying all those
things about my college?"
(published in the Nov.lDec.
issue of Change magazine), "it
is impossible to ascertain what
infonnation, if any, he used and
how, if at all, he analyzed il."
Gounnan refuses to make any
specific fonnulae available as to
how he reaches his results, and
he frequently uses undefined
tenns in his general descriptions
of the "evaluation method"
used . His results also show a
marked bias in favor of large
universities over colleges, a
factor which could explain
William & Mary's relatively
low ranking (107 out of 174).
It is unclear whether any truly
objective criteria are used in
detennining Gounnan' s results_
Perhaps the new ChicagoKent survey wiil help to give
William & Mary law school the
status it deserves. "Hopefully,
it will get rid of the [prior
undeserved] reputation in one
fell swoop," stated Campbell.
The Ia~ r~vi~~ ~!O.r-in-c~ef

also reflected that William &
Mary could expect to continue
rising in the annual survey.
"Th[e current ranking] was even
published before we were online
at WESTLA W or LEXIS.
When they are looking back on
this year's law review, we're
bound to move up, because by
then we'll have been online at
LEXIS and WESTLA W for fIve
years." Since so much legal
research relies on electronic
services, the inability to access
the William & Mary Law
Review on either LEXIS or
WESTLA W puts William &
Mary at a significant disadvantage in the survey. Campbell expects the new survey's
results to hearten MarshalIWythe students, "particularly
people in my class (19901. who
were crushed by the Gourman
report" Campbell concluded by
mentioning that "the survey

continued on page 15
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Letters...
Advisory Committee

Within this issue will be found four pages of questions.
Some are designed solely to solicit an entertaining response.
Others have more serious motivations. We encourage readers
to take time to fill out the survey and submit their responses.
Let us and other readers know what is on your mind.
Student opinion is valuable and it must be communicated.
The adoption of the SBA proposal hearkens a turning point
in student relations with the administration. Students have
organized and insisted that their voice be heard; all that
remains is for students to speak.
Go ahead, send it in . . . .

m.aj
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Managing Editor
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Sports Editor
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Steven Zweig
Caryl Lazzaro
Rodney Willett
Jeffrey Middlebrook
George Leedom

Reporters

Chris Lande, Jarrell Wright,
Mary Thrower, Peter Kay, Manny Arin,
Debbl Rauanheimo, Steffi Garrett, Lisa Leber
John Fendig, William Grim, Tamara Maddox

literary magazine "wanna-bees"
without an ounce of humor or
Dear Students,
humility. To me the Advocate
represents a ray of hope that
The Advisory Committee Marshall-Wythe
may
soon
will soon be distributing a become a top-twenty law school
survey to all students regarding without a top-twenty attitude.
future courses that students
. The fact is that a lot of the
would like to see developed as Advocate's
advances
go
part of the curriculum. Past unappreciated.
Recent years
surveys of this kind have have seen improvements such as
suffered
from
insufficient two-color copies, 12-16 page
student input prior to their issues, excellent photography,
development.
Course topics regular corporate advertisers,
elicited from those surveys student surveys, issue dedigenerally could not be evaluated cations, and the "countdown"
for the amount of support they date box.
These changes
had from the entire student constitute real improvements
body. The Committee would and should not be discounted.
like to give students an
Other professional publiopportunity to submit course cations exist to report on events
ideas for the survey prior to its beyond South Henry Street, and
development to allow for a to be truthful, I believe few
more realistic assessment of the students would turn to the
support for each idea
Advocate or the Flat Hat first
Courses submitted may be to read about the recent
based on undergraduate and gubernatorial .campaign.
The
graduate courses or may simply Advocate's focus should remain
fill a void in the present law where it presently is, though
school
curriculum.
The should Ms. Quigley volunteer to
Committee
is
particularly cover the next Tiananmen
interested in interdisciplinary Square protest, perhaps the
courses and has already begun paper should consider estabpursuing the development of lishing a Peking bureau.
classes that would combine such
areas as policy studies or
Sincerely,
marine sciences and law. At
John Fendig (3L)
the present time, law students
may take undergraduate or
graduate courses in these areas,
but prior approval must be
obtained,
the
grades
are
recorded only on a pass-fail
To \he Editor:
basis and students are limited to
counting only six credit hours
Recently, the Washington
of such courses towards their
Post printed an essay by
If these courses are Michael Kinsley on the Second
degree.
approved and integrated-into the
Amendment.
I thought that
law school curriculum, these
article made several good
restrictions would not apply.
points.
For one, Kinsley,
We hope that all students referring to a law review article,
will take the opportunity to noted that the language "right
submit suggestions for this of the people" in the Second
survey.
Proposals may be Amendment appears in other.
dropped in Tamara Maddox's places in the Constitution. That
(2L) hanging file or in the language has been interpreted,
suggestion box outside the SBA at least in the other places it
office.
appears, to create a right

Lee on Guns

accruing to individual persons
and not just to a collective
group. Thus, Kinsley argues,
Advisory Comm,ittee the Second Amendment does
not merely allow a state to keep
an armed militia but also allows
individual citizens to keep
weapons.
Kinsley next points out the
idiosyncratic stance of some
To the editor:
civil libertarians.
While the
This is a short letter First Amendment most likely
responding
to
Ms.
Joan was drafted solely to protect
Quigley's call for the Advocate political
speech,
civil
to "start thinIcing big and libertarians
fight
for
the
looking beyond."
I for one application
of
the
First
strongly support the current Amendment to every type of
content and flavor of this law speech,
even
speech
not
school's newspaper. Some of political in nature. I agree with
my most vivid memories of the Civil Libertarians who strive
visits to other law schools, both to expand the First Amendment
before coming to Marshall- protections as far as possible.
Wythe and since then, relate -to However, some of those same
the sorry state of their student advocates for an expansive First
publications. They have been Amendment argue strenuously
total disappointments, filled with for
a
very
restricted
pompous
articles
analyzing interpretation of the Second
events and occurrences beyond . Amendmentthe authors' keen and most
Because
I
believe
the
readers' interests. The publi- purpose of the Bill Of Rights is
,cations at other law schools to secure autonomy and· rights
read like dry law review or for the individrial ' and 'restrict
Thank you,
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the power of government, I
believe the Second Amendment
should also be expansively
interpreted.
Kinsley further
states that while a flat ban on
weapons would be unconstitutional, requiring guns to be
registered or purchased only
after a waiting period would not
be, and I agree.
However, Kinsley misstates
one issue. He says, "Talking
and writing are as central to
American democracy as they
ever were; shooting just isn't."
While it may seem that
shooting is not necessary to
American Democracy, in truth it
is. One must remember that
the Constitution, in order to
work effectively, had to be
written with many worst-<:ase
scenarios in mind. One must
remember that, like a good
computer program, all contingencies must be covered by the
scheme of governance if it is to
remain in tact during even the
most unsettled times. Two. such
contingencies are first, the
usurpation and abuse of police
and military power by government officials and second, the
invasion of our country by a
disliked
foreign military.
While tyranny in this day and
age seems rather unlikely,
private ownership of guns is an
important check on governmental tyranny and abuse of
individual rights, whether the
threat comes from our own
government or from a foreign
power seeking to relocate in the
U.S.
I am surprised this theme
escaped Mr. Kinsley in light of
recent world history. Private
individuals are not allowed guns
in Romania, South Africa, or
China. Yes, Romania is now
going to be free, but one must
remember that the freedom of
the people was touch-and-go
there for several days because
only the dictator' s special
. security police had ready access
to modem weapons and a good
supply of ammunition.
And
that freedom came at the cost
of hundreds or thousands of
innocent lives lost in brutal,
repressive massacres.
Would
that dictator have lasted as long
as he did if the individual
Romanian had a right to a rifle?
Perhaps South Africa is a
poor example too. After all,
Mandela is now free and the
government will make changes
favorable to the black majority.
But I wonder if the cost
justified the wait
I suspect
many black South Africans
would like to have defended
themselves against the often
deadly, arbitrary suppression
inflicted upon them, especially
the ones that died at the hands
of soldiers.
If they had
weapons in sufficient numbers,
their potential use of this force
might have brought about
change years ago.
And of course Tianamen
Square became the resting place
of Chinese Democracy, at least
for the time. Would that have
happened ~ the discontent
continoed oil
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SBA Proposes to
Administration

The Proposal
The following proposal is put forth by the student
body to improve the communication among the la~
school administration, faculty and students:

by Christopher Lande
Student Bar Association
president
Charles
Fincher
recently submitted a proposal to
Dean Sullivan on behalf of the
student body outlining a three
point program to improve communication between the administration, faculty and students.
Dean Sullivan promptly accepted the proposal without reservation and vowed to see that all
fa ets of it are implemented a
soon as possible.
According to Fincher, "The
impetus for the proposal arose
last semester after several
students felt the administration
was acting on important issue
without proper consideration of
student opinion; most notably,
many students felt their input
was ignored when the administration decided to cut library

hours and implement new security measures." Jerome Self and
Jeff Craig initially contacted
Fincher last semester about
formally addressing the issue
and drafted the final version of
the proposal.
The proposal
does not guarantee decisions
will always follow student
views,
but
opens
several
avenues through which students
may become involved in the
law school's decisionmaking
process.
Fincher pointed out that,
"Essentially each element of the
proposal had been previously
adopted by the administration,
but they failed to be maintained. Both the administration
and the SBA should have
worked
harder
to
ensure
co mmuni cation
channels
remained open."

The first action under the
proposal is scheduled for
Wednesday, February 21, 1990.
Representatives of the administration will meet with members
of the SBA Executive Board to
begin the monthly "working
lunches" during which they may
discuss a variety of issues
facing the law school. This
meeting will be of a general
nature but the SBA also hopes
to talk about recent changes to
the library and security arrangements. Stud nts who wish to
comment on a topic or bring
new ideas to the administration's attention should contact
an SBA representative or attend
one of the open meetings to
express their views.

It The
SBA is aware of the problems of negative
atmosphere associated with.prev!ous mee~gs and is
willing to implement thIS dIalo?ue In a. more
controlled setting, i.e. Written questions su~mItt~d ~o
the Dean prior to the meeting and a set time limIt.
We would also encourage interested faculty and
administrative members to attend.

2. Monthly brownbag "working lunches" between
members of the administration, members of the
Executive Board of the SBA, and a faculty
member of the Student Services Committee.
These lunches should be focused on specific
topics. These topics would .include: build.ing
renovation, security, parkIng, legal skIlls,
budget setting and curriculum issues. W~ feel
that these working lunches would prOVIde a
valuable means of problem-solving.
3. Notification to S.B.A. president and student
body of monthly faculty meetings.
We
understand that these meetings may not occur
on a monthly basis, but notices should be
posted during the week prior to a meeting.

Students Address Drug Problem
by Steven Zweig

1. We propose that monthly meetings between ththe
Dean of the law school and members 0 f e
student b ody be r einstituted.lt We feel. these
meetings w ould re~estab lish a n~e~sary.link of
communication between the admInIstration and
the student b ody as a whole.

First Symposium a Success

Economic Problem
The financial and social
A student Problem-Solving
Panel examined the war on
Ironically, the government's costs of the drug war are
drugs and its constitutional solution of throwing money and enormous, said Srivastav. The
implications during the first manpower at the drug problem social costs include rampant
annual symposium of the Stu- has made the market for crime and encroachments on
dent Division of the Institute of cocaine within the country more civil liberties such as mandatory
testing
in
the
Bill of Rights Law. on February profitable, according to Sri vas- random
17.
'The fwe-student panel, tav. The reason this is so is workplace.
of
cocaine
Legalization
which was moderated by Prof- that government interdiction
involve
regulation,
essor Rodney Smolla, explored efforts have removed the would
such diverse topics as legal- smaller competition against the licensing and taxation of the
ization, drug testing in the large drug-importing cartels. drug, according to Srivastav.
workplace, criminal liability for The cartels, unlike their smaller As cocaine comes into the
pregnant women who use drugs competition, have the resources country, it would be subject to
and the Chinese Opium Wars.
and know-how to evade U.S. Food and Drug Administration
approval; the government could
border controls.
Second-year student Mukta
The large cartels dominate license purchasers or issue
Srivastav examined the econ- what is in effect a seller's blanket restrictions on who can
cocaine.
Criminal
omic reasons for the failure of market for cocaine within the buy
the "war on drugs " while U.S., said Srivastav, because sanctiorts would be available to
second-year
Joan
Quigley addicts, who require a constant punish buyers and sellers who
offered the audience a glimpse source of supply and have no violate the regulations.
Under this scheme, the drug
at what a drug legalization other source to tum to, are not
statute might look like.
in a position to argue about carteI$ would find it unprofitable ' to remain in business,
price.

These three suggestions are by no means an ex~lus!ve
list of options. We want to i~prove co~mumcatl(~n
in the most effective way pOSSIble and wIll entertaIn
recommendations from all quarters.
We, as a student body, are concerned that
communication has slowly disintegrated over the past
year due to a lack of communication and
miscommunication among the administration, faculty
and students.
We are also concerned that the
resulting impact on the overall reputation and
forward progress of Marshall-Wythe as a. lea~ing
academic institution will ultimately be nnpaued
unless coordinated efforts to improve communication
between the student body and the administration and
faculty are implemented immediatel~.. We . want to
work constructively with the admInIstration and
faculty to achieve this goal and believe that using
teamwork to address these issues will place us on the
road to ·recovery. This institution is a product of
collective efforts and leadership.
We are not
prepared to forfeit our role in this process.

said Srivastav.
In order to
compete against the stateauthorized cocaine traffic, the
cartels would have to lower
prices, which would no longer
compensate them for the risks
involved in bringing in cocaine.

Model Statute
Quigley started off by pointing out that although polls
show that most people in the
country are opposed to legalization, many public figures of
every
political
stripe
are
considering legalization as a
pragmatic solution to the
problems associated with drug
use.
Quigley outlined a possible
statute that would decriminalize
~ distribution and possession of
~i~
lliil:~iI drugs (including cocaine,
~ marij uana and heroin) at the
§ federal and state levels. The
~ proposed statute would set up
::t: state stores exclusively authorized to sell drugs in non-lethal
Camilia Be/cher (1L), John Edward$ (1 LJ. .a(1C! Ml!kta Srivastav (2L) v.:ere C!mo,!g th~ first
t:;
doses,
only to buyers over 21
panelists of the Bill qf Rights Stqc!ent DW/STon. .',
.
'.
. .' ,
: .:.
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with a valid proof of age and
(perhaps also) no prior history
of drug abuse.
In addition, the statute would
require the products to have
warning labels. A tax on the
drugs would raise money for
public awareness and prevention programs, mandatory
public education and treatment
programs.
Other possible
features of the statute would be
priority spending in the inner
city areas and money for
employer-mentor programs to
target youth at risk, said
Quigley.
Concomitant with the lifting
of restrictions on buying drugs
would be stepped-up enforcement of under-age consumption
of any drug (alcohol and
tobacco
in c luded )
and
heightened sanctions for driving
while impaired by the effects of
alcohol and drugs, Quigley _
added.
co~tin~ed. Qn p . .11 .
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Meeting
the Challenge
by Kevin Antoine
"When any form of government becomes destructive it is
the right of the people to alter or abolish it. It is their
duty to throw off such government and provide new
guards for their future."
So said Thomas Jefferson over two hundred years ago.
In a speech given one hundred and eighty years later at
Capetown in South Africa, Robert Kennedy echoed the same
theme.
"It is from numerous diverse acts of courage and belief
that human history is shaped. Each time a person
stands up for an ideal, or acts to improve the lot of
others, or strikes out against injustice, that person
sends a tiny ripple of hope, and crossing each other
from a million different centers of energy and daring,
these ripples will build a current which can sweep
down the mightiest walls of oppression and resistance."

Today, more than two hundred years after Jefferson wrote
the Declaration of Independence, and twenty-four years after
Robert Kennedy spoke in Capetown, the world is witnessing
the collapse of some of its mightiest walls of oppression and
resistance. Joshua'shorn is directed at Pretoria, Berlin,
Prague, Bucharest, Warsaw, and Moscow.
Democratic ideals that were expressed in this country
over two hundred years ago and more recently in the 1960's
have been resurrected in Eastern Europe and in South Africa.
The people of Eastern Europe and South Africa hold these
ideals to be self evident that: All men are created equal; that
they are endowed by their Creator with CERTAIN inherent
and inalienable rights; that among them these are life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness.
Today living history is showing that - in the end sovereignty rests not with government but with the governed.
Dem~raci~s of the West should analyze the changes
occumng ill Eastern Europe and South Africa very closely.
In p~icul~ the United States should analyze the changes
occumng ill Eastern Europe and South Africa with strict
scrutiny. WHY?
The conservative political and economic agenda of the
1980's where private action and private enterprize were
deemed the only way to address national problems can not
go on forever. National problems long neglected demand
remedy. The deplorable unemployment rate in urban inner
cities long neglected demands remedy. Equality in education
(where wealth of the local school district determines the
quality of education i.e suburban v. inner city) long neglected
demands remedy. Child care for parents seeking employment
long neglected demands remedy. Adequate and affordable
health coverage for all Americans long neglected demands
remedy. Adequate and affordable health/nursing care for the
elderly long neglected demands remedy. A solution to the
homeless problem long neglected demands remedy.
We future attorneys here at Marshall-Wythe will soon be
fac~ with these . problems that demand just and equitable
solutIons. In thIS age of interdependence, America must
prove all over again that it is worthy to lead the democracies
.of the world. However, we Americans must address and '
solve m~y of our internal problems before assuming such
leadershIp, because a house divided against itself cannot
stand. Government becomes destructive and the governed
' become ungovernable. Remember Jefferson said over two
hundred years ago that when government becomes destructive
it is the right of the people to alter it or abolish it.
.
However, we Americans hive a choice. We can rise to
the occasion, not on promises made but not kept, but on
challenges. To dare to solve the unsolvable, and to dare to
" help the helpless so they can help themselves. President
Kennedy expressed it so eloquently when he said: "Ask not
what your country can do for you but what you can do for
your country." Are we ready for the challenge?
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They Might Be Giants
by Tom Brooke
They Might Be Giants, a
duo of New Yorkers John
Flansburgh and John Linnell,
produce some of the most
clever, diverse and literate
The tunes on
music today.
their third full length album,
Flood, feature wailing guitars,
corny accordian,
infectious
musical hooks, aggravating puns
and
razor-sharp
social
commentary .
Favorable comparisons to
everyone from England's prolific geniuses XTC, to Frank
Zappa's Mothers of Invention,
to California's bizarre Residents,
and psychedelic dadaists like
the Bonzo Dog Band, are
common. None of the nineteen
tracks on Flood are wasted.
Each compoSItIOn contains at
least the kernel of an idea,
often a complete parable or
message.
"Birdhouse in Your Soul," a
hard driving rocker about
insecurity, is followed by

"Lucky Ball and Chain," an
over-romanticized lament for a
distant ex-lover. Linnell " and
Flansburgh then present a reworking of the 1950's show
tune, "Istanbul," which precedes
"Dead," a slow ballad about
regret and remorse. Shifting
from style to style is one of
TMBG's strengths.
TMBG's first single, "Don't\
Lets Start," released in early
1988, proved to be one of the
most requested songs on scores
of progressive and college radio
stations, including WCWM.
The singer/songwriter combination of Flansburgh and
Linnell reaches beyond simple
pop with tracks like "Your
Racist Friend" and "Someone
Keeps Moving My Chair." The
first is a comment on modern
hypocrisy and snobbism among
the yuppie elite. Even worse is
that many people listen to such
boors without reacting.
The
latter cut questions our concern

for small, unimportant details
while war rages on and our
planet dies.
Absurdity still plays a big
part in the TMBG sound.
Flood's first cut is a twentynine second a capella introduction to the album, ending
with the line "They Might Be
Giants' brand new album:
Flood." Another track, called
"They Might Be Giants,"
features a silly circus sound,
fading out and back in again. '
"Twisting," a tune about a
vengeful ex-girlfriend, sounds a
little bitter, but casually plugs
two other creative bands, the
Dbs and the Young Fresh
Fellows.
Perhaps "Particle Man" sums
up the approach of TMBG the
best. On one level the duo
comments on the lack of individuality in today's modern
oppressive society, but at the
same time, these guys just want
to have fun.

Students Train
for Tax Tutelage
by Lisa Leber
Over twenty Marshall-Wythe
students are participating in the
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) program targeting
elderly persons in the WilliamsThe law
burg community.
students will be integrated into
the VITA program coordinated
by the American Association for '
Retired Persons (AARP) at the
Williamsburg Public Library.
Through
VITA
programs,
trained
volunteers
provide
guidance and assistance in
completing tax returns.
Patsy Carroll from the "
Internal
Revenue Service's
Office of Taxpayer Education
conducted a marathon seven Tim Hrynick (2L) endures a taxing seven-hour workshop.
hour training
session for
students at the law school on
The marathon training session
Friday, February 16. During
Hrynick was" "very pleased" was "demanding," according to
the accelerated session, normally
a one week course, participants with the response from law John Anton (second-year), who
and
"anticipates is participating in the program "
learned how to complete the students
three basic tax forms, how to expanding law students' role in for the first time this year.
Anton stated that the session
determine taxpayer status and the program in future years."
how to calculate gross income If"the current level of interest is was "worth the effort, however
and
itemized
deductions. sustained, the law school may because it provided me with th~
Within the next week, the be able to coordinate a VITA skills to assist in a useful
trainees will self-administer a program independent of the community service program."
Hrynick Another trainee, Bill McGrath
diagnostic examination provided AARP umbrella.
by the IRS which will identify believes that an independent law (second-year), expectS to volunproblem areas they must review school VITA program could teer at least three hours a week.
target groups other than the McGrath felt that the training
before beginning to volunteer.
"We suspect that other session adequately prepared
elderly.
After
the
testing
and
reviewing process is completed, groups in the community need participants and noted that IRS
single parent · supplied written materials to
students will volunteer their assistance
families,
low-income
families, each
trainee
for
future
newly acquired skills at the
Public Library.
Timothy and students could also use tax reference.
Volunteers in VITA proHrynick
(second-year),
the counselling. "
Hrynick expects to see this grams are not treated as paid
VITA coordinator at the law
school, expects that students year's participants continuing preparers and do not incur any
will volunteer approximately their involvement next year. In liability for errors on the tax
two hours a week, emphasizing order to expand upon their forms they help to complete.
that the program is structured to experience, next year he would VITA programs are supported
facilitate
a
"manageable like the program to offer by the IRS through its Office of
commitment and flexibility in advanced training in addition to Taxpayer Education, which
ba'siv session . and ·a ',monitors ,: the ' ,-,progralil.-T and
scheduling
in . . . order '" " to ano~f
refresh~r -co~ __ - . - , ." .••
provides training to participants.
accommodate the ' volunteerS. ~
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New Dorms
Sadler said, "We are desperately trying to find the dollars
to implement a parking solution.
that will satisfy both the
students and the surrounding
community." A plan is in the
works which would replace all
the spots lost by the construction project and which would
create an additional 190 spaces
that the law school did not have
before. However, funding for
these new lots is not included
in the budget for the new buildings, and has . not yet been
approved .
C ollege officials are nevertheless optimistic that the
parking problem will be solved
this summer. Ken Hale, SBA
Vice President and the law
school's representative to the
Building Advisory Commiuee,
said that his ma in concern in
serving on the committee was
providing a solution 10 the
parking issue and "making sure
the students didn 't get screwed."
He said, "the solution is not
etched in stone, but over the
summer we hope to have a permanent paved lot and a gravel
lot which will be paved later in
the year. The parki ng situation
·will actual ly be better for us.
The spaces will be further
away, but there will be more of
them." Most of the new spaces
will be about as far a way as the
current satell ite lot, and Hale
mused, "there won ' t be that big
a change for the people who
com e late anyway."

continued from page 1

With parking spaces so far
away, there is some concern
about student safety, particularly
at night. Sadler said that the
lots which will be built over the
summer will be well-lighted in
order to allay these concerns.
"A lighting improvement is part
of the program," he said.
Bill Camp, a College architect who is working on the pro-ecl, calls the facility "a small
village. " Fotis agrees, and said
"we hope to provide a residential more than a dormitory
atmosphere."
According 10
Dean Sadler, the original plan
was 10 have a building similar
to a traditional residence hall.
However, the bids for this plan
proved to be 100 expensive, so
the College brought in a
consultant who concluded after
talking 10 students that a more
residential
atmosphere
was
necessary.
"It is a beautiful design
which I think will blend in well
with the buildings already on
Jane
the site," said Fotis.
.Wright, of Hanbury Evans
Newill and Vlattas, the Norfolk
firm which designed the project,
said that the main concern was
a facility which would blend in
well with the existing law
school building. "We did not
want an architecture that would
be 100 colonial -- we wanted it
to match the law school," she
said. The design of the complex will use the same materials
found at the school, and will

employ tile familiar arch motif
used in the law school building.
Fotis said, "There has always
been an interest in graduate and
law student housing, but not a
very great demand" Ludwell
Apartments, the college-owned
facility which currently provides
housing 10 .graduate students,
has severai empty spaces that it
cannot fill. According to Fotis,
this can be explained by the
fact that "when faced with the
choice of liying in Ludwell or
living off-campus, many students elect 10 go off-campus."
However, the new facility at the
law school is billed as more
attractive than Ludwell, which
Fotis says should ensure that all
its rooms are full.
Although no delays are
expected
to
interrupt
the
construction schedule, Camp
concedes that "we have a lot 10
do and not much time. A oneyear schedule doesn ' t give us a
lot of time. There is no room
for glitches, but we're doing
everything we can 10 ensure
that it gets finished on time."
The project is being funded
by a sale of bonds by the state,
so the budget crunch will not
affect the facility.
College
officials are only waiting for
fmal approval from the state 10
begin construction.

More Dollars Roll In
by Jerome Self
This has been a banner year
for fundrai sing at MarshallWythe. The $400,000 endowment from the Lee Trust. creating the Arthur B. Hansen Professor of Law award was' big
news last fall. More recently,
three large gifts have been
made to the law school totalling
almost $1.5 million.
The
school can thank three key
individuals for the ir concerted
efforts to increase private
support to the school: Dean
Sullivan, Dean Vick, and
Professor Smolla The entire
fundraising program under the
auspices of the Law School
Foundation has had significant
success over the past. few years,
increasing gifts and com mitments from $360,000 in 1985 to
more than $5.5 million in 1989.
The latest gifts are primarily' for
unrestricted support, but. will
also fund professorships and
provide support for the Institute
of Bill of Rights Law.
James W. McGlothlin, a '64
Marshall-Wythe graduate, ori. ally made a $500,000 dollar
gm
pledge to the school. Recently
James McGlothlin' increased the
pledge to $1 million. According to Dean Sullivan the gift
is "especially nice" because the
law school can use the funds
"wherever we need it the most.".
in recognition of the generous
commitment, the moot courtroom will be narn~ in memory '
·'of. B-.F;~·'MCGloth1m .. SF>" -arid "
... '. _..... . . ......... _ 4 .:

. .

Annie L. McGlothlin, the
Dean Vick and Dean Sulligrandparents of James McGloth- van are also heavily involved in
lin.
Dean Sullivan noted that the Fourth Century campaign
the gift from- James McGlothlin for 1993 which is designed 10
is significant as a "memorial 10 increase the contributions of
that family" and their commit.- alumni 10 the college and the
ment. 10 the law school of over law school. The specific goals
25 to 30 years as graduates and are 10 create more endowed
,supporters of Marshall-Wythe. scholarships and professorships.
On April 19, 1990 there will be ' In addition, to reach her 1990
a dedication ceremony for the Annual Fund goal of $235,000,
moot courtrcom which Dean Dean Vick plans 10 hold a
Sullivan ' described as a "cele- phone-a-thon for the annual
bration" and "fun for the whole fund this spring to contact.
community".
.
alumni who have not donated
On December 31, 1989, for the last ten years. Annual
Media Gen«rnl and the Bryan fund. monty is expended each
family pledged $200,000 in year, providing support for
unrestricted support for th~ scholarships, faculty research,
Institute of Bill of Rights Law. faculty summer stipends, library
This pledge came in the form support, career planning support,
of two separate pledges of lectures and alumni activities
$100,000 from both D. Tenant including publications.
Last
Bryan and his son John Stewart year, 28% of the law school's
Bryan. This gift. will signifi- alumni · contributed 10 the
cantly expand the programs Annual Fund. The law school
provided by the Institute to the raised $223,000 in annual fund
legal community.
support from alumni, parents,
The third gift received is the and corporate matching gifts.
result. of the inspiration of Shep Dean Vick would like to see
McKenney, President of the
that. percentage increase to 40Law School Foundation. He
45% over the next five years,
approached the trustees of the which would make Marshallfoundation, inviting them to
Wj'the's alumni support compledge as a group between parable to Duke, Vanderbilt,
$200,000 - $250,000 to create a Michigan and University of
"Trustees Professorship". This Pennsylvania. She's confident
gift will qualify for matching that. this goal is achievable
funds under the "Eminent. because the alumni have a
Scholars Matching Gift Prog- "great. sense of confidence"
ram", a state program which about the outstandin student
~tches dollar for do~ the bod and the slron ~acult at
mt.erest. 'earned 011' the gtft
,'the
school:
~ .. , " y ,
' .I .

kw
..

.. - .

Rightly
Speaking
by Gerard E. Toohey, Jr.
For those that have been worried (or happy) about my
absence from the pages of the Advocate: Worry no more. I
have just returned from a covert mission, that took myself and
my trusty companion Ken- would you like to buy some jeans,
huh huh-Roberts behind the now undulating wall of the Iron
Curtain. Ken and I, as you are probably aware, were supposed
to give a lecture on Eastern European affairs prior to the
Barristers Ball. Unfortunately Ken was detained by a couple of
East German border guards who were interested in learning how
to imitate his diabolical laugh--they seemed to think that it
would help them get dates with Western babes.
As they say, "the show must go on." George Bush has been
roundly criticized for not doing enough to help Mr. Gorbachev
in the dismantling of the ill-fated Soviet empire. Time magazine,
which now cannot go to print without Gorbachev 's visage
emblazoned on its cover, in their article dealing with
Gorbachev's statement that the Politburo would cede its
supremacy, stated: "This time President Bush seemed to be not
even a spectator on the sidelines of the real world. Instead he
was playing war games and preaching prudence in California.
Gorbachev's acceptance Friday of deep cuts in his armed forces
made Bush's initial combination of bellicosity and his caution
seem all the m~e weird." Time magazine, substantive, objective
and now defender of the faith, as well as the last redoubt of the
truth. Perhaps they should make Gorbachev man of the century
or the millennium. It isn't just Time though, because Newsweek
seems to agree "Gorbachev's Biggest Gamble."
Gorbachev is not the man of the decade, and those persons
with dispositions that at least lean in the direction of sanity can
see the need for caution when dealing with a diclaJor in as
precarious a position as Mr. Gorbachev. First, it should be
noted with considerable caution, that the changes the Soviet
Union has made, and all change in Eastern Europe, has been the
change of reaction. Gorbachev is not a man of great prescience
and conscience who has seen deep into the future and is here to
change the world all for the better, and all for the greater glory
of Mother Russia. These changes come from the realization, a
realization that has reverberated with the cogency of the sound
of shattering glass, that the only thing the Soviet Union has
prooucoo is IIliliuny haniwlUc, sho rtAges o.nd an o.rscna.l of bAd
jokes.
'
The world that Mr. Gorbachev exists in, is a world in which
the ruling class and system has killed more than any other in
history, yet it still cannot feed its people, nor can it house them
or adequately clothe them. Think for a moment of the system,
the terror and destruction it has caused. Gorbachev is not the
engine for change, at the moment he is what stifles change.
The people of Russia wanted the Politburo ousted decades ago,
and today Mr. Gorbachev offers this as his great reform. What
about the troops the Russians have stationed in East Germany,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland and elsewhere? All of these
countries are doing everything that they can to get rid of the
Soviet pestilence. The fear is well placed and easily understood,
if not now, when?
The United States gains by having a reform minded-person
in the Kremlin. However, reform in the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe will come because the people have nothing to
lose but the opportunity to stand on line.
Gorbachev's
continued existence is not assured, nor do we know what is his
true long term game plan. For as much misery and despair as
the system itself has produced, there are those persons who want
communism to live on in spite of itself. Some wish to keep
their perks, and some just hate change, but the opposition to
change is well placed The KGB certainly does not want its
power cut back-nor has anything been done to effectuate such
a change. (Since Gorbachev has been in power there has been
an actual increase of Soviet Espionage, particularly in the area
of computer technology and biochemical technology.)
George Bush is the President of the United States and his
duty is to the people of the United States. The Soviet Union,
without U.S. intervention will crumble--Marxism is on the losing
side of history. We cannot gain by feeding Gorbachev or by
helping him solidify his power, to do so would give the Soviet
system the only chance it has for survival. President Bush's
. objectives should be those of national importance. First, we
must do everything in our power to stop the exportation of
revolution to El Salvador, and convince Gorbachev that the
problems of Cuba and Nicaragua must be dealt with to our
satisfaction. Second, not only must there be a scaling down of
Soviet troops in Eastern Europe, the Soviet Union must
recognize the independence of all Eastern European countries
and the Baltic states. The Soviet Union must remove all troops,
and dismantle their secret police in these countries.. Third,
George Bush should call on Gorbachev to resign his positionhe can continue to keep it as a caretaker-until he stands for a
free and fair election. Only when these reforms are made
should Time magazine, Or anyone else, give their approbation
to the reforms in the Soviet Union.
Until they are made,
caution and prudence should remain our watchwords.
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'Barristers Was a 'Barr
by Garet Binzer

•••

by Mike Flannery
It's time for an elementary lesson. Remember, when you
<lon 't know the answer, don't pretend that you do. If
someone asks you for an answer and you don't have the
faintest inkling about a proper response, you say "I don't
know." It's very easy and goes something like this: "Where
were you on the night of January 22, 1963?" "I don't
know, " he replied. You see, that person was honest and
forthright and nobody got confused.
Which brings me to the article in the latest edition of The
Flat Hat. The College of William and Mary has an asbestos
problem. I would classify this as a big problem; the
administration has spent a quarter of a million dollars since
July I, 1989 to remedy it. Right now, workers are cleaning
up Phi Beta Kappa Hall and Washington Hall. Apparently,
this stuff is everywhere; asbestos on the pipes, asbestos on
the ceiling, even asbestos in the floor tiles. You've seen the
comforting little warning sign in Room 120, haven't you?
Maybe it's time you had a look. It says: DANGER
AS8ESTOS
CANCER AND LUNG DISEASE
HAZARD. This falls wel1 within my definition of "a bad
thing." Some might even consider the asbestos problem
"worrisome" and "risky." Certain relatives of mine (my
sister Patty represents asbestos plaintiffs in Boston -just wait
until she gets her hands on this) would use words like
"dangerous", "extremely hazardous", and "get out of there,
you pinhead."
Thank God for the Wil liam and Mary administration. In
particular, aren't you just tickled to death that people like
Richard Cumbee (Active Associate Director of Facilities
Management - I wonder what the Inactive Associate Director
has to do), Nancy Nash (Assistant to the Vice President for
Administration and Finance) and Fred Fotis (Director of
Residence Life) are on top of the problem? They've got

This
evening
includes
millions of sequins and yards of
velvet, tuxedoes, flowers, great
food, cocktails and a 50-50
chance of getting sick later . . .
yes this is a description of
Barristers Ball, 1990. This
review of the highlights of this
magical event is based on a
of
students
who
survey
happened to be in the law
school
lobby
when
the
Advocate needed the story. The
curtain rises .. . .. .
The Ball opened with the
arrival of the Barrister himself,
Lord Will Murphy with the
lovely Cathie Amspacher at his

side.
Kelly Barnes was
escorted by the man o.f her
dreams
(and now
others
dreams!). Kelly explains, "I
wanted a man who was tall,
blond, handsome, intellegent,
looks good in pictures, fun,
outgoing...... "There was no one
in law school to fit the bill, so
I imported him from Iowa."
Actually, some W&M law
students pledged at grad hap. (If
you pledged or would like to
contribute
see Busness
Manager Kimberly Thompson.)
But alas, dreams really do come
true, Cinderella did go to the
Ball...Carolyn Hanson and Betty
ChanR escorted each other to

the ball - otherwise dateless due
to moot court committments.
This is not to suggest that
gentlemen did not try to
smooze-in on the lovely pair!
The entertainment for the
evening went beyond dancing to
the great band and drinking at
the open bar. John Brown was
the most mentioned attendee
under this catego.ry.
Some
mentioned his Tom Cruise
imitation (including sliding on
the dance floor) to the song
"Old Time Rock and Roll".
Brown's Judo routine . was
equally entertaining to spectators. Woody Waters wins an
honorable mention for slapping
Kevin Clines and his date.

everything under control. Don't you worry your pretty tittle

head over this tiny little asbestos mess. No sir.
Listen to Mr. Cumbee: "Asbestos is everywhere; schools,
homes, buildings. There is no greater risk [of asbestos
infection] here than anywhere else."
Excuse me, Mr.
Cumbee, but the way I see it, Wil1iam and Mary just spent No batteries required. Matilda Brodnax (3L) demonstrates the Electric Slide.
a cool quarter of a million dollars because of some very big
His ~cing _how debonair _a. ~~ c~. l.9.0k
risks. If. this)s_. all so i.nnocent, .why. did yo.u say '':The .' . IS:ev~n.. says, :'1 _ w~ . s~ke9. SOl,ll _Train.
asbesto.s had deterio.rated to. a point that so.mething had to be
As he was apologozing for leadership was outstanding." "I in blue Hawaiian shorts. "Jim
do.ne."?
Why clean it up?
Were yo.u worried about
slapping me, he hit my date! I confess that I was dancing the Reynolds looks great in his teal
so.mething? Like a greater risk o.f exposure?
think someone had a voodoo electric 'slam' until Owen tie and cumberbund ensemble"
Certainly, Mr. Fo.tis wil1 know the answer: "In all of the
I almost showed me how to 'slide'" says says Ann Bowling. John Allendoll of him.
buildings, the risk is very slight." I checked that out. I
Others admitted adra turned heads with his
challenged him to a duel, but Dave Keir.
we're friends again,"
looked in the Encyclo.pedia o.r Occupatio.nal Safety and
Dan that they attended Matilda combination of paisley accesHealth under "Asbesto.s." Seems there's a school of tho.ught
Perry was in control but Brodnax's
Slide sories and tails! As for the
"Electric
apparantly his suspender was Dancing Lessons" in the Lobby women, the dresses that were
in the study o.f cancer cal1ed the "one-hit" hypothesis.
not...it busted on the dance a few days before the Ball. It most envied were Lisette Sell's
According to the "one-hit" hypothesis, one molecule of a
'Boor! -- no injuries reported. Ken Roberts declares, "Turn the satin gown, Patty Jennings'
carcinogen, or one fibre, can change one cell into a
sequin sparkler, Linda Fox's
cancerous cell by damaging the DNA in the nucleus. This
There were tails of someone volume down."
The column would not be gold sequin dress and Marsha
drinking out of a shoe,
one cell then multiplies and eventually produces cancer. So
unfortunately, no one has complete without 'a fashion Asquith's red velvet.
I.'m completely reassured when Mr. Fotis, describing the
ongoing floor work, says they'll "pour more wax on the tiles
review.
Paul Barker was
Thanks to the SBA Social
confessed to the Advocate.
and seal the asbestos as best we can." I think about fifty
But can we talk about complemented on his formal Committee - co-chaired by
dancing ... .. a popular statement nose guard and face-tape. The Angie Bishop and Jeff Middletons of wax ought to do it. What do you think, Buford?
heard was that "Owen Wilson most exotic outfit had to belong brook - for throwing a great
Final1y, we have Ms. Nash, that noted medical expert
proved himself to be a suc- to Carl Failmezger, it's amazing party.
from administration and finance: "There is no real need to
cessor to Don Cornelious on
worry. Just using common sense, if asbestos was really a
problem on campus, more people would have gotten sick.
And I know of no one on campus who has gotten sick due
to exposure to asbestos." Thank you, Dr. Frankenstein. Go
NOTE FROM OCPP: Several
straight to the Mayo Clinic - your diagnostic skills border on
students have asked whether
genius. I'm not kidding, that is the quote.
SPEAKER
FUNDING receiving College Work/Study
Now pay attention, Ms. Nash, we're going to go over a
AVAILABLE:
Funds have
few basics here. You breathe asbestosis into your lungs; you '.
S.P.C.A.
FOOD been allocated to the Student or PUblic Service Fund funding
do.n't eat it like a baloney sandwich.
Asbestosis,
DRIVE There will be a box Bar Association fo.r use by law for jobs this coming summer
will affect the amount of finanmesothelioma and pneumoconiosis are cancers of the lungs
in the student lounge for school organizations to help cial aid for which they are
and abdominal cavity. Cancer develops over a long period
bags of dog and/or cat foo.d defer the expense of inviting a eligible. Recipients of CWS or
of time. This is not the 24-hour flu. This is not a sore
the
week of February 25 - guest speaker to Williamsburg. PSF money will not be disthroat and swollen glands. Inhaling asbestos is not like
March
2
help the Groups seeking this funding advantaged. CWS and PSF
eating a bad piece of fish . Vomiting is not the answer. So
'must
have
their
request grants will be treated the same
S.P.C.A.!
Questions
lack of significant numbers Qf puking, coughing, and
approved by the SBA's Speaker as any other income in detercontact Dean Vick or Steffi
sneezing students is no cause for celebration.
Committee. If you would like mining eligibility for loans,
The fact is, these people don't know how significant the
Garrett (2L).
to use these funds to invite a scholarships, grants, or other
risk is. I don't either. I wish I knew more. Right now,
speaker for your group, please sources of financial aid.
TICKET
FOR
SALE:
One-way
I'm a little worried. So while we're waiting for an answer,
contact Jon Oechsle (2L) for Students with questions should
ticket
to
Pittsburg
on
May
14th.
Ms. Nash, would you hand me that gas inask?
$75.00. Contact Mike Tillotson funding request fo.rms.
see Dean Shealy or Dean
(3L) at 565-0148.
Kaplan . .

Fair Notice
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The Official
Advocate
Survey
Once again we present the annual Advocate
student survey. We encourage our readers to kick
back for a few minutes to answer out the following
questions. Completed surveys may be placed in
the marked box near the hanging files no later
than Wednesday, March 14 at 5pm. Responses will
be tabulated and published in the next issue of the
Advocate. Your participation in this survey is
appreciated. And now, without further adieu . . .
Questions developed by Anne Wesley, Advocate
statistician.

STUDENTUFE
1. Do you honestly believe we are all "talented
and diverse individuals" as it says in the
Marshall-Wythe course catalog?
_
yes
no
whatever
everyone else is putting
2. Are you satisfied with Williamsburg as a
community to live in while you are attending
law school? _
yes _
no

Comments:

6. Have you ever fallen asleep in a law school
class? _ _ yes __ no
you think I go to them ?

Why do

7. How often have you gone to classes
unprepared? _ _ Never
Once or
twice with extenuating circumstances
___ A couple of times a week
Several times a week
We're
actually supposed to prepare for class ?

8. Are you a member of a legal fraternity ?
_ _ yes

3. How often have you used your student Ld.
to tour any part of Colonial Williamsburg ?
_ _ Once a month or more frequently
_ _ A couple of times a semester _ _
once or twice a school year
once or
twice
never
Ld. hasn't been
validated since first semester of first year
4. Would you like to have sparkling, pristine
soap dispensers in the law school bathrooms instead of those foul, ersatz bars of
flea soap that are currently placed there ?
_ y e s _ no
If you answered no, would your answer
change if you knew the cleaning people also
scrubbed the urinals with those bars of
soap? __ yes _ _ no
5. When a professor has been lecturing 7
minutes past the end of class, your most
likely response is :
a) Sit like a sheep and continue taking
verbatim notes.
b) Ask a question that calls for a synthesis
of 2 facially inconsistent cases -the
answer of which will hold class over for
at least 10 more minutes.
c) Engage
in
Ghandi-style
passive
resistance by noisily closing your
notebook and text approximately 8 times
while vowing to put beastly comments on
the final evaluation.
d) Walk out of class and pray the professor
won't hold a grudge and call on you the
ne~ class period.
e) Other _...

no

If yes, have you been satisfied with your
membership? _ _ definitely satisfied
somewhat satisfied
unsatisfied

9. Have you ever played an intramural sport on
a law school team ?
yes
no
10.

What is your favorite locker decoration ?

11.

Which do you prefer to use for research
LEXIS
?
WESTLAW

FACULTY
1. What is the foremost
Marshall-Wythe faculty?

strength

of the

2. What have you found to be the foremost
weakness of the faculty?
3. Do you like taking classes from visiting
professors?
_
yes __ no
never had one
4. If you have taken a class from a visiting
professor, would you prefer that the visiting
professor program
_ _ be expanded
_ _ be limited 1n favor of hiring permanent
faculty members __ be junked.
5. Who has been your favorite professor over
all ?
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6. Which professor makes the most cryptic use
' of hieroglyphics on the chalKboard?

LmRARY

7. In your OpinIOn , what/who were these
professors in their former lives before being
reincarnated as our illustrious faculty?

1. In light of Professor Heller's promise last
year that the libr&:'"y would be effortlessly
completed over the summer, would you
__ yes
personally loan him money?
_ _ no

Glenn Coven

was

----------------

Tom Collins was
Linda Malone was- -- - -- -- Neil Devins was
Emeric Fischer w-a-s------ -Margaret Spencer was
Alemante Selassie was -------------Jim Heller was ________________
Ron Rosenberg was ________________

8. Do you feel the current faculty evaluation
forms (the ones passed out at the end of
the semester) are adequate? _ _ yes
no
9. What questions you would like to see added
to these forms ?
10.

111 your opinion, what type of underwear
would the following Marshall-Wythe
personalities be most likely to wear ?
[Note: the Advocate will not be printing
the correct answers - only student
opinions. And don't pretend you've never
thought about this question before now.]

2. What is the best thing about the library
renovations ? (circle one)
a) Joan is finally behind bars at the
circulation desk.
b) The absence of natural light makes the
library look like the Chamber of Horrors
at Madame Tussaud's.
c) There were a lot of dirty construction
men leering at you while you studied.
d) The mismatched carpet is oh-so
impressive to interviewers.
e) You can make play-forts out of the
tonnage of newspapers stacked on the
first floor tables.
f) The school will be getting extra money
this summer by subletting Heller's office
to Colonial Williamsburg tourons.
g) Many new nooks and crannies in which
law students can consummate their love.
h) Other ...
Comments on the renovations:

A) Cotton Boxers (White or Blue only).

B) Mischievous Boxers (e.g. Exotic colors,
Little Animals on the front, cute sayings,
or any textile other than cotton).
C) Tighty Whities (Little cotton briefs - a. k.a
"Big Boys") .
D) Thong Bikinis (Optional Velcro or Quick
Release Side-Hook).
E) 24 Hour Control Top Girdle.
F) California Style ( "Going Commando" i. e.
No undies).
Dean Sullivan - - - - - - - - Dick Williamson - ______
Lynda Butler - _ _ _ _ __
Jim Heller - _ _ _ __
John Donaldson - ________
Joan the Librarian - - - - I. Trotter Hardy - ________
Rod "The Bod" Smolla- - - - Waiter Felton - _ _ _ _ __
Toni Robinson - _ _ _ _ __
Mary Swartz - _ _ _ _ _ __
Jayne Barnard - _ _ _ _ __
Charles Koch - ________
Heller's Secretary - _ _ _ __
Fred Lederer - _ _ _ _ _ __
11.

What do you think the "I." stands for in
I. Trotter Hardy's name?

3. Have you ever been personally benefitted by
the services of a member of the reference
library harem ? __ yes
no
(If so, please describe in graphic detail and
place in Ken Robert's hanging fil e.)
4. In 25 words or less, what improvements
would you like to see in the management of
the law school library ?

5. Did you use the library over the
Thanksgiving holiday or past miJnight during
exams? _ _ yes
no
6. Were you satisfied with the library hours
no
during exams? __ yes
Comments:

12.

Who do you think President/Professor
Paul Verkuil resembles most ?
Dagwood Bumstead
Donald
Duck
A man who would illegally
possess and use a radar detector in
Virginia.
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CURRICULUM
1. What courses should the administration
expand or add to the curriculum by hiring
new faculty members? _ _ _ __ _ _

12.

Knowing what you do now, would you
still come to law school if you could do
no
it all over again? _ _ yes
_ _ ask me after I pass the Bar

13.

If you were not in law school, what
would you be doing?

14.

Have you ever dated another MarshallWythe law student? _ _ yes
no _ _ too painful to answer

15.

Overall, would you, in good faith,
recommend attending Marshall-Wythe to
_ _ yes
a prospective student?
no
Why or why not ?

2. Do you think there should be an official
policy concerning the use of
materials as texts? _ _ yes
If you answered yes,
suggest?

Kinko's
no

what would you

3. Do you think there should be an official
ceiling on the price of textbooks that a
yes
no
professor requires?

4. A sage once commented that "The Legal
Skills Monster should be killed before it gets
out of controL" Do you think that the Legal
Skills program is trying to accomplish too
much? _ _ yes
no
Comments:

5. Do you like the simulated law firm as the
vehicle
for
teaching
legal
writing,
professional responsibility, et al ?
no
yes
Comments:
6. In your law firm, what percentage of
partners and associates would you like to
strangle to death ? _ _ 100% - excluding
_ _ 100% - including myself
myself
_ _ 75% _ _ 50% _
25% _ _ just
the named partners.
7. Do you think classes should meet at more
uniform days of the week in order to avoid
excess conflicts in class schedules? (e.g.
Classes should meet MWF or TTh instead
of MWTh or TThF). _
yes _no

STUDENT
BAR
ASSOCIATION
1. How often do you attend the Grad Thing ?
_ _ Every Week
Once or Twice
Once or Twice a Semester
a Month
Never

---

2. Second and Third Years:

How do you like
Grad Thing Nouvelle (the current location)
as opposed to the former rough and tumble
location?
_ _ Prefer old Thing.
_ __ P, refer new Thing
_ _ _They both make me sick.

3. What improvements would you implement in
running the Grad Thing ?
4. What was your most favorite Grad Thing
poster? (Either this year or previous years)

Comments:

8. Should members of the Moot Court teams
get academic credit for the work they do on
no
their briefs? _ _ yes
Comments:

9 . In your opinion, what is the biggest bunny
class to take at Marshall-Wythe (L e. the
easiest) ?

10.

In your opinion, what is the hardest class
to take ?

Would you favor a completely selfyes
scheduling exam period? _
no
Comments:

11 .

5. Have you been satisfied with the way the
SBA has been run this year? _ _ yes
no
Comments:
6. Can you name your officers and class
representatives to the SBA?
yes
_ _ no
7 . Do you think your class representatives
make a satisfactory effort to solicit student
opinion on issues or make efforts to troubleshoot potential problems? ---yes _ _ no
8 . Do you think religious organizations should
be funded by the SBA? ---yes _ _no
Comments:

9. What suggestions do you have for the 5
giant tiki torches stored in the SBA office ?

...

'PAge ,Ten .',
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The Official
1. Do you regularly read the Advocate?
yes
no

2. If yes, what is your favorite part? (circle
one)
The hard-hitting news articles
The inciteful editorials
The thought-provoking columns
The imaginative features
The tedious, tiresome sports hyperbole
The comprehensive surveys
Other _ _ __

3. Do you ever patronize the Advocate's
advertisers ?
yes
no
4. Have you ever written for the Advocate
(other than letters to the editor) ?
yes
no
5. Where would you like to see Bossie the
Inflatable Cow / Dairy Ambassador travel to
next?
(She last journeyed to Niagara
Falls and Toronto).

6. Which Advocate columnist has been your
favorite?

POTPOURRI
1. In 25 words or less, reconcile these 2
statements

of fact:

1)

The

College

Advocate Survey
5. How would you rate the success of the
activities sponsored by the Student Division?
_ _ Very Successful
Moderately
successful
Somewhat successful
_ _ Unsuccessful

THE ADVOCATE

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

The Advocate

6. ConSidering the lack of adequate parking
space, do you think we should be allowed
to park on the lawn of the National Center
for State Courts (a state subsidized entity)?
_ _ yes
no
Other suggestions to alleviate the parking
crunch ...

7. What is your opinion of the student "security
guards" who aJlegedly check Ld.'s in the law
school lobby at niaht ?
a) I would feel safer waving an American
Flag in downtown Tehran.
b) It must be nice to get paid to nap.
c) The red-haired "guard" looks like Randy
the puppet on The Pee Wee Herman
Show.
d) How many ballerina sissy-boys can they
possibly hire to keep the library books
from escaping into the night?
e) All of the above and a whole lot more
that is unprintable.
Other comments .....
8. Would you choose to live in a dorm in the
backyard of the law school?

of

William and Mary takes great pride in having
the oldest chair of law established in the
New World. 2) No student directories were
printed for law students because in the
words of the Office of Student Affairs, "We
forgot."

2. The recent performance of the state-of-theart airconditioning and heating systems at
the law school has reminded you of:
a) The Monkey House at the National Zoo.
b) The locker room at a Japanese Sumo
Wrestling bout.
heating
and
c) State-of-the-art
airconditioning in George Wythe's day.
d) The friction created by 2 law review tools
doggedly debating the placement of an
ampersand.
e) Other ....

9. What has been your favorite law school
graffiti - actual quotation or genre? (e.g.
The SkyMac era).
10.

Have you ever won a free drink from the
cup and soda vending machine in the
lounge ? __ yes
no

11.

How often do you pay for the coffee you
__ always
usually
drink?
_ _ only when there are no ants in
the creamer
never
Which items would you like to see added
to the vending room selection?

12.

13.

What is your favorite Dead Penguins
song?

14.

3. Do you think there should be a,formal writeon for Administrative Law ReView?
yes
no
If you answered yes, do ~ou th~nk ~he
competition should be held In conJun~lon
with the William and Mary Law ReView
competition? _ _ yes
no
4. Have you participated in any of the activitie.s
sponsored by the Student Division of the Bill
of Rights Institute?
yes
',' no '

Which statue in the lobby do you think is
the cutest ?
George "Luscious
Ups" Wythe
William "Dredlocks"
Blackstone
John "Spank Me"
MarshaJl
15. Would you like to see the no smoking
policy expanded to include the lobby ?
_ _ yes _ _ no
Comments:
16.

Are you a smoker? ----yes

17.

What is your favorite amendment to the
Constitution and why ?

no
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Official Speaks
on Drug Testing
By Camilla Belcher

Page Eleven

continued from page 3
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James
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The Paper Choice
by Trotter Hardy

I. T. Hardy

Copyr ight 1'l89
_

First-year students are now entering the mysterious realm
of legal research. Advice and help are available from several
quarters: the Legal Skills staff, the library staff, and, any time
the library is open, the Paper Choice computer program.

To do

SOftIe

research .
Z Findi ng legal au thor ity .
3 Detel'lli ni ng whr:ther soooe
authority IiN S reuersed..
a rf inoed . repealed . etc .

This article will acquaint you with the Paper Choice, which
is available on all the computers in the library's computer
lab, and give suggestions for using it effectively. If you ever
have any questions about its use, please see me-I'd be happy
to help you learn to use the program to your advantage.
To run the program on any of the library computers, just
pick option 6 from the menu. Enter your initials when
asked, then the screen will look like this:

Copyright 1'l89

_

I. T, Hordy

The resellrch concerns :

" Conp i I ing the leg ls la ti ue
hi s tory of a s tatute .
S Find i ng how a ..,rd or plIr_se
has been interpreted by
courts. <ct-tIJI>
6 Find ing what a n abbrev ia t ion
s tands f or .

l3m
Goto
lie I p
liar ked
Option
~it
J\I:f -IHDEX
Vers ion
To I1l1T progr .. . press Qluit L then Yl es )
TEXT
ZS3X Bytes C:'-I!SNWlXTHIIllNiYPElI\RILZZ .HI

OIDS :

I need :

--

PRPER
CHOICE

Z To do

~l

then

research ,

3 Learning about partlcul ..r
research aids such as AIJIls.
digests. SlIepard' s. .tc .
" To learn ..-othlng about this
Ii brary . such as oohere
.. terials are located .

For instructions on
us ing this progr... .
Press

..-0

Choice 3 looks like what you want: you need to
"Determine whether some authority was reversed, affirmed,
repealed, etc." So move the highlight down to the number
"3" and press the RIGHT-ARROW key. When you do, you
will see this screen:

<usr-inf'o>

Copyrigh t 1'l89

\Dlml

_
Dete r"i ni ng .. he ther so.e
authori t y WCl S n:::uers.ed
. rfir..ed . repe. led • • t c.

~

Goto
llelp
IIarked
Option
~it
J\I:f - IHDEX
Version
To 11l1T progr .... press Qluitl. then Ylesl
IDT
ZS3X Bytes C: '-I!SlNIAXTHIIIlNiYPElt,RIUZ .HI

3 a FEDEllAL STAnm .

How to use the program. Once in the Paper Choice,
you use the UP- and lX)WN-ARROW keys to move the
highlight froIn onQ to

anoth~r

c.hoi"", of optio=.

(..,r- fc >

Z a FEDIRAL CASE.

I

DlDS :

I . T. Hardy

The author ity is :

" a STATE CASE.

(wor- sc)

5 a STATE STAnm .

<wor- ss )

6 an

AL~

anno tatio n.
<lIIOr-gen >

7 s.-th i ng e lse .

On " croon"

that ask you what it is you want to find, the highlight is
always in the larger of the two windows.
When you press the RIGHT-ARROW, the choice that was
highlighted moves to the left-hand window and a new list of
choices appears on the right.
The LEFf-ARROW key takes you back to the previous
choice. You keep making choices to describe what it is
you'd like to learn, until a screen of text shows up to offer
advice. If you forget the various key presses, the "help" key
is Fl. The system is quite fast, much faster to USf! than to
describe in the following paragraphs.

::3:m

Goto
lie Ip
IIarked
Opti on
~i t
J\I:f - IHDEX
Vers ion
To 11l1T progr.,. . press Ql uitJ . then Ylesl
rrXT
ZS3X Bytes C:'-I!SlNIAXTHI IIlNi YP!lt\Il£UZ .HE

DlDS :

If you are dealing with a state case, move the highlight to

choice "4" and, again, press the RIGHT-ARROW key. You
will get this screen of advice:

Here's how it works. Let's say you want to know how
to find out whether a particular case is still good law. When
the Paper Choice comes up, choice number 2 looks
appropriate: you need to do some research. Press the
OOWN-ARROW key one time, so that the "2" is highlighted,
as shown here:

Fi nd subsequent his tory for s tate C4Ses

mE·

You can use any of the three ~n "c ita tors "
You wi I I need to k""" the ci t a ti on for t he C4se . not just
its n.".e . If you. know only the no"" . see <c t - nc >.
The coooputeri zed c itators are fas ter .

Copyr ight 1'l89

I. r. Hardy
To use the L[)(IS
Au t o-C i te or
Shepard 's servi ces . .. . .. . . (,.,..-se 11 >

I I need:

PRPER
CHOICE
For instnactioRS on
using this pJ'O!ll'a ••
Press

[~l

then

- -

•

To

.0

..-0

To use the IIESTIJlI/
IAS t a -O t e or
Shepe rd 's ser vices .... . ... (,.,..-sell >

reseorch .

3 Learning _~t partlcul."
reseorch _lis such os AlJ:s .
digests. SIIepord·s . etc .
" To lurn ..-thing _bout tills
I i loNry. sach os IIhere
..teri_1s ore located .
<usr-info>

\Dlm I

~
Goto
llelp
lluked
Option
Quit
1\d- 11IDEX
Version
To 11l1T PJ'O!Il' ... . press Qluitl. then Yh:sl
TEXT
ZS3J( Bytes C:\IJSINW(THIIIINt'l1EJl\m.ZZ .1It:

OIDS:

Then press the RIGHT-ARROW key to select it. When you
do that, the words 'To do some research" move (very
quickly) to the left window, and several new choiCES appear
on the right, like this:
.

To use Shepa rd ' s
pa per ue" ion ........ .... (,.,..-sc31>

•••

w

(R[I~.I

of 2 JILl

wor'_or so

fI

~ ur

f'l NlRI

If you need help with any of the three types of citators
listed, move the highlight to the one you are interested in
using (or anyone of them if you don't have a preference)
and press the RIGHf-ARROW key.
Let's say you want to use LEXIS as a citator. Move the
highlight with the OOWN-ARROW key to the cryptic
expression contained between lesser-than and greater-than
symbols, "<wor-sell>".
Once again, press the
RIGHf-ARROW key and you will now get a sereen of
information that looks like this (this screen actually continues
for several more "pages," accessible with the PAGE-lX)WN
key):

Use [.D([S t o fi nd subsequent hi story for a sute Cdse
On lEXlS, bot h the Shepard 's and t he ~tc-C ite
services are ava:ilable . Suppose your case is Bened ict v.
Eppley Hote l Co ., 159 lle b. 23, 65 ~ .W.Zd 221 Cl'l51 J.
t~pe

To use SHIJ'ARI) 'S f .... a'Y'here in LEX IS ,
' ''Y or these :

~_SIiIJ'
__
15_S_I'!EB
_2_3_ _--,1 I
,--_SH_EP_15_'3_~_£B_._2_3_---,1

I

IjOU

you id

SHIP 65 PIII2D 221
SHIP 65 " .W.Zd 221

Ledve a space be toeen the reporter
vol""" and page owobers on either s ide .
reporter 04 P1e a.re opt iaM 1.

0,,,,,,

and t he
Per iods in t he

w
Printing out information. If you run the Paper
Choice from a computer that is connected to a printer, you
can print out any screen you see if you want a copy to carry
with you. Just p ress the PRINT-SCREEN key near the upper
right of the keyboard . It won't look like anything has
happened on some machines, but tha t's because laser printers
wait to be told when the page is finished . Press the FORM
FEED (FF) button that is on the printer. You may need to
press it twice, and wait a fe w seconds. If you get garbage
characters in place of lines and boxes, read on.

Actual pictures.

Fmally, you can also see, if you want,
pictures of two key law library personnel, plus a third
mystery figure, who doesn't look like himself, I'm told. I
hope that more of these images can be added to the system
in the future, but at the moment, three are available.

To see them, just select choice 4 from the initial Paper
Choice screen, then on the next screen, move the highlight
with the DOWN-ARROW to the option "Meet some of the
key library staff. Please see .... <usr- stf>."
Press the
RIGHT-ARROW key.
You'll get a list of three images that you can display.
When you've finished looking at a picture (or any other time
for that matter), press the LEFf-ARROW key to go back to
the previous screen .

Index. If you can't find something you are looking for
through the regular method of choosing various options, the
Paper Choice also offers a comprehensive index. To get to it
from any screen on which the large and small windows
appear, (press ESCAPE if you are not looking at such a
screen) you just press R (which stands for References-Index),
then move the highlight down to the line that says 'The
INDEX." Press the RIGHT-ARROW key.·
From there, you will be given a choice of different
indexes, one for A, B, C, D, one for E, F, G, H, and so on.
Choose the one you want, press the RIGHT-ARROW key,
and PAGE-DOWN through the listings.
Here's a typical index screen:

You can also · p rint ~ut a copy of whatever is showing on
the screen by hording down the CTRL key and pressing P
(for "print"). If the PRINT-SCREEN method produces strange
output, which it does on some printers, then try CTRL-P. It
may be able to produce a better-looking output. Don' t forget
to press the Form Feed button on the printer if nothing
seems to happen.

Reverse, d ifference betwee n

··· mDlE

o uerru ie. and. . . . . . ... .

Re versed, how to find oo t
whet he r a f eder.1 case has been ... . <"" ..... fc >
Re versed , how t o f ind oot
whether d s ute case has been ." ... <"" ..... sc >
Rooobduer, au thor of "Lega I Probl.,.
Sulv ing: _ l ys is, Research
and Wr it i ng" . . .
. .. . .. . (i " - J"allbauer )
See a lso ........ ...... .... . <proM - roobduer >

Abbreviations. Besides gIVIng advice on how to do
d ifferent kinds o f legal research, the Paper Choice can also
offer several specific kinds of in formation. For example,
q uite a number of legal abbreviations and their meanings are
readily accessible.

Ru Je requiring laM review 4l't icIe
ti tles to contdin dt Jeds t

one co lon or d.ash

If you' re not already on the first Paper Choice screen, press
the LEFf-ARROW key until you hear the beep. To see the
abbreviations, select choice 2 ('T o do some research"), then
op tion 6 o n the next screen (,,[The research concerns] ...
Finding what an a bbreviation stand s for. "). You' ll be asked
to say whether the abbreviation you' re looking for is a
general one, or one specific to the Shepard' s citators. Choose
w hichever you want, and there you are. Here is one typical
screen from the listing of general legal abbreviations:

ABB REV 1ATI ~S:

M.J.
Mfg .
Mfr.
Mkt .
1\10 .

" . E.

•

Mi litary Justice Reporter
IId nufactur i ng
na oW dcturer
IId rket
I\mici pal
IIDrtheaster n Reporter (for coverage,

= mm)

~ .W.

IIDrth llestern Repor ter (for coverage ,
see <regrep»
IIeg I i gence

Op.

Opinion, Opini ons

P.

Pacific Reports (for coverage . see
<regrep»
Patent

Pat.

w

M ... S

REIII : J of 1 fILE : .Ur.·s

fI HElP f!J ·MR

Location finders.

The Paper Choice also contains
informa tion about the floor number and shelf ~um~er of
m a ny of the basic research aids and other matenals m the
library. If you're not already on the first screen, press ~he
LEFf-ARROW key until you are.
To see. the locatlO.n
information, select choice 4: 'To learn somethIng about thiS
library."

You will then have a choice of several location aids.
Select the first one, for "Library collection," which is already
highlighted, by pressing the RIGHT-ARROW key and you
will get a long list of materials. Move the highlight to the
one you want to find . Let's say that's "Encyclo pedias."
Press the RIGHT-ARROW key and you will be told where to
find the encyclopedias in the library.

\

( \awr~ uZ

Sa l tzburg dnd Redden' s,
Federa l Rules of Euidence Manual
Sanple page froro Shepard's
uith CIT IPIG cases a.it ted .. .

I

- t i tle )

.. <gd-er >
. <s hepusel >

Sedrch ter .. abbrevia t i ons cCJIIWln ly

used in LEXI S and

tIl

CUIR:2 of

~

fILl :

~ ES T UlU

i.de.~

... ..

. <wa labb>

FI ·HIlr f!J ' MR

Other things. Choice 3 on the first screen takes you to
a list of different research aids, including digests,
encyclopedias, ALR's, Shepard's, law reviews, etc. Select any
of these to get an overview of what that particular research
aid is for and what it contains.
You'll find cross-references in the overviews to other
related information as well. There is, for example, a fair
amount of information on using Shepard's citators, though
nothing but experience with Shepard' s will really drive home
what it's all about. If you're like most law students, the first
. few times you use Shepard's you' ll find it pretty confusing.
If you would like to see what it looked like to me the first
time I saw a Shepard's page, press G (for "Goto") from any
two-windowed screen, then type in SHEPlST (upper or lower
case letters will work, but the fifth character is the digit one,
not an "en, and press ENTER.

On-line instructions.
1£ you want more
comprehensive instructions on using the Paper Choice than
contained in this article, there is an on-line users' guide. To
work through its examples, press R from any two-windowed
screen, ' then on the very next screen, press either ENTER or
the RIGHT-ARROW key. You'll branch into a tutorial on
using the Paper Choice, with explanations, illustrations, and
the like.
How to STOP using the program.. To quit using
the program, press the ESCAPE key, then Q for "QUIT," then
Y for "YES." ESCAPE is necessary sometimes, and does
nothing at other times, but it doesn't hurt anything. In any
event, ESCAPE Q Y will always get you out of the program
and back to the start-up law school menu.
Whether you decide to use the Paper Choice or not, good
luck with your research.
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Undercover Agent
Former Dean of Discipline l oins lLs
by Peter Kay
First-year Amy Jarmon will
have the unique opportunity of
graduating from William and
Mary three times: as an undergraduate, as a doctoral candidate, and, in 1992, with a law
degree. Jarmon can also claim
the College as a former
employer, having worked as an
administrator from 1976 to
1988.
As Director of Academic
Support,
Jarmon
achieved
notoriety among recent graduates of the College; being sent
to "Dean Amy" often meant
punishment was at hand. But
disciplinarian was only one of
her roles. More significantly,
Jarmon worked with all aspects
of student life: counselling,
orientation,
residence
life,
academic status, and in general,
"bridging ' the gap between
student affairs and academi ,
affairs."
Jarmon's
work
at
the
College brought her in contact
with the law. Student disciplinary
hearings
involved
procedural
and
evidentiary
issues and raised due process
concerns.
Before the disciplinary rules were revised,
students could be represented by

legal counsel; Jarmon often
found herself arguing the
College's case against local
attorneys. Wooong dosely with
College counsel from the
Virginia Attorney General's
office, Jarmon was instrumental
in revlsmg the College's
disciplinary procedures.
The
legal aspects of her work
fascinated Jarmon; her interest
in a legal career grew serious.
During a brief stint as Dean
of Student Affairs at RandolphMacon Women's College, Jarmon applied to the Virginia law
schools.
At first she was
apprehensive about MarshallWythe, "It would be the third
degree from William and Mary
on my resume." But clearly the
academic hat trick was meant to
be; Jarmon finds herself (not
unhappily) back in Williamsburg.
What compels a person to
undergo a ' mid-life career
switch?
"When I hit 40 I
realized that If I wasn't happy
doing what I was doing it was
time to make a change." Jarmon relishes the return to
student life, "I can wear blue
jeans, I can schedule my own
time, and I can ignore the
telephone." Whereas counselling and disciplining students

was crisis-oriented, the student
life, though time-consuming,
allows for much more selfscheduling.
Success in a
previous career did not dispel
typical first semester anxieties:
"I wasn't used to not being in
control, not knowing what was
going on." Jarmon also had a
longer time to forget the good
study habits which most of us
erased from our brains after a
year.
Although she has switched
tracks, Jarmon hopes to involve
her
previous
counseling
experience with her future legal
career.
She is interested in
family law, Legal Aid work,
and in University counsel for
one of the Virginia state
universities.
As one of the "senior"
members of the first-year class,
Jarmon was initially nervous
about her role with her mostly
younger classmates, "But I
quickly felt a cepted here."
The friendliness of MarshallWythe tempers the inherently
inhumane aspects of law sc hool.
Jarmon's enthusiasm is reflected
in her new license plate, which
she promised herself she would
get if she survived first
semester: "OTBAJD"

his last Will and Testament.

Warning: Asbestos
by Steve Schofield
There may be many things
, that are peculiar about our fi ne
law school but it appears dangerous levels of asbestos in the

air is not one of them. Many
of you who attend classes have
probably noticed the rather large
yellow signs in several classrooms that state "DANGERAB~N
ASBESTOS!

HOPE ALL YE WHO ENfER
THIS PLACE!" (or something
to that effect).
These have
been placed on the doorways
opening into the storage rooms
in the classrooms. It appears
the warnings are a bit inflammatory though, because several
brave souls have been seen
entering and exiting the rooms
with no noticable after effe ts.
Dean Galloway said that the
signs were a part of the college
wide attention that has been
given asbestos in the last' few
months. Very small levels _havt
been detected here at Mar:-hal Wythe, but not enough to cause
an alarm.
Dean Galloway
assured that the asbestos is not
"loose in the air," but is buried
in the pipe fittings as insulation.
It is clear that there is no
danger to students; the signs
were put in place only for the
benefit of workers who might
disturb the insulation and
breathe it in -- killing th~m
instantly. The signs are to be
replaced in due time with some
that are slightly less severe.
Students here can all breathe a
little easier. Perhaps they can
smile a little more, too. And
while they are at it, the students
can realize that being uptight
and in law school is not the
most important thing in the
world: because' if those signs
had been correct, we would be
facing a fate worse than death;
or civil procedure.
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Steve Lee on Guns
Continued from page 2
CItIZens had weapons with
which to fight ba k? I wonder
if Russia would still be
communist if most Russians
owned their own rifles. Who
had gun in Panama before
Noreiga's arrest, and w uld
U.S . intervention have been
necessary if the distribution of
weapons had been different.
I do not wish to downpl3y
the tragedy of murders and
other assaults with deadly
weapons. A murder is a tragi
evenL But equally tragic is the
I abuse of government power.
Consider the killing fields of
the Khmer Rouge and Lhe
concentration camps of
azi
Germany, and ask yourself
whether private ownership of
weapons
is
a
necessary ,
al though
sometimes
costly
control on the abuse of power.
Obviously, I have presented
extreme cases. But one must
also consider the role that
private citizens had in repelling
unwanted sovereign authority in
Afghanistan just a few years
ago aod in America in 1776.
Private ownership of guns is a
check on potential tyrannical
and aggressive acts. It is one
more disincentive in our system
of checks and balances for
those in power to abuse that
power.
I arn not suggesting that
peaceful resistance, such as t,Ilat

employed by Ghandi, lacks
val ue. I think such resistance
has greal value and in the long
run leads to a truer freedom
and a
morally justifiable
government.
Whenever vioence is involved in the
establishment of a regime, its
legitimacy becomes suspect
However, I do believe that the
ost of pea eful resistance can
be too high in situations, such
as in China, where the likelihood of its suc ess is too low
and the value of the end sought
too high to tolerate the nonestablishment of that end,
Thus, I believe shooting -or more accurately the potential
to shoot -- is nece sary to
American Democracy and all
Democracy. In my mind, for
that right to be meaningful, it
must include rifles comparable
to those used by a modem military, or at least rifles similar
enough to su h weapons so as
to give private individuals a
fighting chance against an
unpopular regime, whether it be
a foreign one or a domestic
one.
Tremendous power is
already concentrated in the
hands of most existing governments.
Because I believe
"power corrupts and absolute
power corrupts absolutely," I
would prefer private ownership
of weapons over the complete
ban on private ownership of
weapons.
Stephen G. Lee (3L).
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Moot Court
-';pdate

continued from page 1

6) Columbia University
7) Northwestern University
by Steffi Garrett
8) University of Illinois
9) New York University
On February 4, the Temple
10) University of Michigan
University Criminal Procedure
In addition, other factors __
10) UCLA (tie)
Moot Comt Tournament team
such as newly admitted student
12) Boston University
. of Cliff Diamond, Karen
LSAT scores and undergraduate
12) University of Iowa (tie)
Heckelman, and Dave Thomas
GPA - are not reflected by the
12) University of California finished fourth in a field of 24
Chicago-Kent survey.
Dean
Berkely (tie)
teams.
15) Emory University
On February 16 and 17, the
Timothy Sullivan, who referred
16) Cornell University
Jessup
International
Law
to the quality of a sc6oo1's
student body as "perhaps the
17) Rutgers University . Tournament team of Scott
.
dis' guishin'
Camden
. Finkelstein, Mary Lou Lundin,
un
g 9) N.Y.U. Law Review
A1
M Do 11
d S
most lIDportant
characteristic of an educational 10) Vanderbilt Law Review
Faculty Scholarship: Top 25 18) Duke University
an
c we, an
teve
institution" believes that "if . 11) Texas Law Review
Law School Faculties Overall
19) University of Texas
Woods made a strong showing
20) University of Virginia
in Lexington, Virginia The1
someone did attempt an empir- 12) Ohio State Law Review
ical study of the quality of 13) University of Pennsylvania 1) University of Chicago
21) University of Pittsburgh
were victorious in the early
Law Review
2) Yale University
22) Vanderbilt University
rounds but did not survive the
students, our student body also
.
3) Uru'versl'ty of Southern
23) Rutgers University cut from sixteen to two teams.
would easily be am ong th e top 14) Michi gan Law R eVlew
twenty-five in the nation."
15) UCLA Law Review
California
Newark
Final rankings will be known
16) Northwestern University
4) Harvard University
24) College of William & Mary . after Spring Break.
Law
Review
5)_Stanford
University
During spring
break,
the
______________
__
....;.,;.;...._ _ _.....;,_.....;
_ _ _University
_ _. . . , ; . _ _ _25)
__
_ _ _ _of
_Pennsylvania
_ _ _ _ _ Georgetown
Bioethics
team and
does a lot to enhance our
reputation, but I think it does
no more than to put us in the
light we deserve."

The
Olicago-Kent
Law 17) Boston University Law
Review Survey rates the top 25
Review
law journals as follows:
18) Southern California Law
Review
1) Harvard Law Review
19) Georgetown Law JoumaI
2) Yale Law Journal
20) Minnesota Law Review
3) Stanford Law Review
21) Georgia Law Review
4) Columbia Law Review
22) WisConsin Law Review
5) California Law Review
23) William & Mary Law
6) University of Olicago Law
Review
Review
24) Iowa Law Review
7) Virginia Law Review
25) Maryland Law Review
8) Ccrnell Law Review

SPORTS
by Tim Huge
Welcome, once again, to
the land of basketball commentary. After another two weeks
of watching games I still don't
have any sure picks for the
Final Four. I think I'll make a
few any way: they'll probably
be wrong so that will give the
reading public a good chance
for giving me a hard time about
what I should have known.
Missouri lost at home but
managed to retain their number
one ranking with a very impressive Victory at Kansas and at
horne against Oklahoma Missouri is a team to be reckoned
with. I thought that they would
fold against Kansas, and they
almost did, but excellent
defense in the second half took
away Kansas' vaunted passing
offense.
This game should
serve notice to other teams on
how to stop Kansas. Heavy
pressure on the guards combined with denying the post
entry pass throws the team off
as they have few truly creative
one on one players .to take
advantage of single coverage on
the wing.
Enough
technicality.
Missouri has a lot of talent and
they play a pretty good team
game as well. They still lost,
as did Purdue and U Conn so
I'll stand by my predictions
from last time. Eric "Tricky
Rick" Turner says Louisville is
the team to heaL With sevenfooter Felton Spencer blossoming into a flrst round draft pick.
the Cards have a tough inside
player. He is complemented by
LaBradford Smith at the point
guard.
LaBrad is a streak
shooter with excellent range
when he's on. He also can
. penetrate well and rise in the
middle over big men for the
possible dunk in the face of the
opposing teams center. I like
the Cards in the tournament
every year mainly because of
Coach Denny Crum's savvy.
Every year they come to play .
and Denny has already got
some gold so watch out
On - the other -hand.. -Georgia
Tech destroyed them in Louis-

Basketball

ville last weekend behind a hot
game from all three of their
players. Dennis Scott, Brian
Oliver, ~ Kenny Anderson are
all tough, but I still say Tech
will have a tougb time maintaining against a tough defensive team. They need a good
game from these three every
night They're small inside and
have no bench. Look out N.C.
State and Michigan: if these
three players come to play
every night, Tech is very hard
to beat Ask Louisville. Ask
North Carolina whom Tech
whomped at home for Dean's
worst loss at Carolina in
decades.
On the upset circle, Providence beat Georgetown by
eight Rick Barnes, the Friars'
coach, is very underrated and
gets the most from his young
ball team.
Given the close
nature of the last several games
(Georgetown won three by four
or less points) Providence
proMbly felt it was about time
they got one from the Hoyas.
Notre Dame STUNNED Syracuse at the buzzer by going
from their own basket with
three seconds left to drill the
game winning three. Anyone
who saw Digger Phelps leaping
up to shake Jim Boeheim's
hand will not fCKget that shot
for a while (Boeheim's face
was about as blank a stare as
Dean Sullivan gets from his
first year Contracts class).
Just to continue the name
dropping,
I'm sure Felicia
wants me to tout Duke as a
shoo-in for the FInal Four. I
can't do it yet. They're ranked
third in the AP now but I still
don't think they're for real. If
they are going to the FInal
Four,
Phil Henderson must
assume a starring role for them
night in and night out He has
the talent,
being a fOfUler
McDonald's All-American. He
can shoot the ball, gravitate in
the middle, ·and get the clutch
steal with his quickness on
defense. Both he and Christian
Laettner slip in and out of ball
IDlffies. Laettner needs another
year to · develop. -but this - is
Henderson's last year. If he

wants some gold he has got to
come to play every night.
Going back to the whole
point of this is who will make
the Final Four. I'm reserving
judgement until after
the
conference tournaments. The
last couple weeks of the season
usually provide a great look
into which teams are peaking at
the right times. Philosophically
speaking,
a wmnmg team
needs a balanced attack and
good defense. In the toumament, most games are decided .
defensively.
C?ffensively,

the Fordham Securities Law
teams will Compete.
balance is necessary to counter
the other teams defensive focus.
Teams will have seen film for
hours to try and take away their
opponents strength.
Having
both a good inside and good
outside game is important. If a
team collapses in on your big
men, you can nail the three. If
they deny the pass to the wings,
your point guard can pentrate
and dish to the open man.
Generally, the winning team
is the ieam that is peaking at
the end of the season. N.C.
State's vic(ory over ,Houston, .

Louisville's victory over Duke,
and Michigan's victory last year
are all examples of teams that
had played almost mediocre ball
at times that rallied and caught
flre the last three weeks of the
season to gain good momentum
coming into the playoffs.
Michigan is the real anomaly,
exploding in the tournament
after
Coach
Bill
Frieder
resigned. Missouri, Duke, Las
Vegas, Georgetown, Michigan,
and Syracuse all have outstancling players on the front ~ne
.and the back court.
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Burnt Toast
by George Leedow
The cheerleaders returned.
They even fonned a somewhat
symmetrical pyramid at halftime and perfonned a cheer.
There was nothing to cheer
about The Galloping Toaster
Ovens, playing without Don
"Lambier" Collins, dropped the
last game of the season to J.
Jordan 52-34 at the rec center
Sunday night
Before describing the game's
highlights, The text of "the
cheer" deserves some of this
columns space. Although much
of the essence is lost in not
hearing it live (as in reading the
words off an album jacket
instead of going to the concert)
try to imagine, as you read this,
six beautiful women kneeling
on top of each other singing it
to you.
"The Cheer":
"They're called the Galloping
Toaster Ovens, on the court
when they're pushin' and
shovin', look at their fonn , their
intro-spective thinking, who'd
ever guess that they'd mther be
drinking. Globetrotters they're
not, there's no Kareem - Abdul,
but they have two secret
weapons, a Russian and a Pitbull. So undergrads beware,
they may look easy to beat, but
these guys with such fonn sure
can dance on their feel."
Despite this incredible (and
unexpected)
support,
the
Toasters just never heated up.
Charles
"Earth"
Fincher
~lImmed

suck, but we're having a good
time". And a good time we
had, but not as good a time as
"J . Jordan" had scoring at will
and stripping the ball from any
Oven who tried to pene-lmte
their defense. It is believed
that the Toasters actually
committed more tum-overs than
Stan "Long
scored points.
Stem" Rose explained: "It
becomes somewhat difficult to
score when the opponent continuously removes the ball from
your possession." Despite Unflagging
efforts by Rich
"Downtown" Clark and Sean
"Dunkin'" McDoughnut, The
Ovens just couldn't seem to
shift out of pre-heat
The Oven's hope for a perfect season is gone now, but
they did have a winning one
and were entertaining while
doing it. So congratulations to
Ken , Steve, Carl, and all the
other Galloping Toaster Ovens
on a fine season.

eJchmidt
FEATURING

glorist, Inc.

S e..... York Style Sand ..... iches
Heubem -

~ailors

Corned Beef - Pastrami
£\'ening Specialties

.ArNC.J,ao.
ut-IUs

French Onion Soup
Au Gratin

1 J 17-D

atc __ ....
... VA. IJIIS

w.~

Sandwiches scrved . up with·
c1usical music from the masten,
portraits of composc:rs on the
walls, and lots of atmosphere.
Onion soup and chccsccake are
house spccialtic-s.

" . . . what is
ating about a
pituitary cases
stuff the ball
hoop?"

- from the bedroom scene in
"Annie Hall"
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If you want to move your career

into the fast lane, our next move
should be to the LEXIS Fast Track'"
program. It s the fastest wa there
is to learn both basic and advanced
skills on America's foremost
computer-assisted legal research
service: the LEXIS service.
Evening and Saturday classes are
available from March 19 to April 8.
To register call 1-800-222-8714.
Call today and make our first step
the right step.
FAST TRACK- ~
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